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, one of the greatest geniuses in the history of music, was also an
important figure in the movement to resurrect Bach’s music, conducting the first full
performance of the in the 19th century. Among his own innumerable
masterpieces are dozens of short or “Songs without Words” for solo
piano. As all flamenco instrumental music is in a sense a song without words, I thought
it would be fun to let Paco play the tune in this (the first of a set of 6 dedicated to
Clara Schumann).

Like Falla  delved deeply into Spanish folklore for compositional
inspiration. His large and varied catalogue of guitar music includes important works for
guitar and orchestra (including of course the famous ) and numer-
ous works for solo guitar. The present is the first movement of his 3 movement
work for 2 guitars entitled .

The is one of the deepest and oldest flamenco forms, almost the basic blues of
flamenco. At the end of this Soleares we introduce just a hint of the . The

is a flamenco form so tragic that legend has it that it brings bad luck. To this day
people will leave a room where the petenera is being played to avoid ill fortune. Just to
make sure, we follow it here with the buoyant one of several forms that
returned to Spain from the Americas to be incorporated into flamenco as the so called

We conclude with a version for two guitars of Tárrega’s famous
(“Memories of the Alhambra”) probably the most famous single piece in the

classical guitar repertoire, an homage to the ineffable Moorish palace of the
which gives such multi- hued magic to the Andalusian city of Granada.
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The great majority of the traditional flamenco forms are in minor keys, reflecting the epic
personal tragedy that has given birth to so much flamenco music. Outside of the

the is practically the only original flamenco that is in a major
key. Paco taught me my part to the present while we were on one of our early
tours. He would teach me the (variations) that make up the piece, in his hotel
room, and I would go back to my room and write them down until the piece was
complete. Each time we played the piece he would suggest small changes to my part.
Whatever I played, he would often improvise on his part much in the manner of classical
players playing basso continuo in baroque music.

Manuel de Falla’s famous song cycle was originally com-
posed for soprano and piano, but the 7 individual movements (of which we here play 3)
have since been appropriated by every instrument known to man. The songs are mostly
about the ups and downs, especially the downs (!) of love. Here Paco adds a delicious

interlude to the the opening song of Falla’s set, about a shawl that
has ended up in a second hand store to be sold for less because it is stained The

that follows is sweet and simple using the same kind of rhythmic double
entendre that is so typical of flamenco. In the poignant lullaby, Paco takes the tune,
improvising on the melody in a variety of ways. We conclude our homage to Falla with
Emilio Pujol’s wonderful version for 2 guitars of the famous from Falla’s
opera Falla wrote that the goal of his orchestration was to make the
orchestra sound like a big guitar. Here Pujol expertly reverses the process and returns the
orchestra part to two guitars.

The music of , the greatest musician in all of history, is so universal that it is relevant
to any project. Here we take a free approach to two of his Preludes from different times
of his incredibly productive life. The very serious D minor comes from the second book
of 24 Preludes and Fugues while the little Prelude, originally in F major is from a smaller
group of Preludes probably composed for pedagogical purposes, perhaps for the children
of the very big Bach family.
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1  Sonata K461 4.38
2  Farruca 4.58
3  Sonata K39 3.14
4  Los Salineros (Alegría) 3.31

Siete Canciones populares Españolas
5  no.1 El paño moruno 1.58
6  no.6 Canción 1.37
7  no.5 Nana 4.22
8 La vida breve, Danza from Act 2 Scene 1 3.49

9  Prelude in D minor BWV875 3.55
10  Songs without Words, Op.62 No.1 2.16
11  Prelude in F BWV927 1.20
12  Fandango from Tonadilla 2.48

13  Trassierra (Soleá) 4.33
14  Sonata K33 4.44
15  Canción (Petenera) 2.55
16  El Nuevo Dia (Colombiana) 4.33

17 , Recuerdos de la Alhambra 4.16
Second guitar part by Eliot Fisk

 59.17
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This CD has been a long time coming.

It dates back really to the first time Paco and I ever met, when we performed separately
at a now defunct guitar festival in Mettman, Germany, in September of 1983. This was
the first time I had the chance to hear Paco live, and I can still remember many moments
from his concert. We became friends at once, but it was not until about 6 years later that
we began to perform as a duo. Since that time I count Paco as one of my greatest teachers.
Due to the fullness of our individual careers we have only occasionally toured together,
yet the result has always been memorable.

In teaching me by ear the flamenco pieces heard here Paco not only gave me an
introduction into the fascinating universe of flamenco but changed and expanded my
conception of music as a whole. Many of the techniques I first learned from Paco found
their way into the big compositions composed for me afterwards by leading contempo-
rary composers such as Beaser, Berio, Rochberg, Maw, Balada, Schwertsik and others.
Quite apart from the impeccable sense of rhythm that is the utter essence of flamenco,
the importance of the untouchable, of the , that makes any music live or die, is
something of which I have been reminded every time I have joined forces with Paco over
the past 25 years. Since Paco does not like to read music, he also learns everything we
play from memory, which is just one more amazing thing about working with him!

This CD does not pretend to be either pure flamenco or pure classical. Necessarily the
classical selections are colored by Paco’s flamenco sensibility as the flamenco selections
are inflected by my formation in the classical world. But that is exactly what is interesting.
Paco finds things in classical music that would never occur to a classical player; and
perhaps something analogous can be said of my attempts to enter the mysterious temple
of flamenco.
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We have organized the pieces heard here into 4 sets of 4 pieces each with a duo version
of Francisco Tárrega’s famous as a sort of encore.

There are places where each of us improvises separately and places where we each play
something completely planned out. The result of this cross pollination is something new
but something that is a legitimate extension of the very different yet complementary styles
of music making that have formed us each as musicians. We hope you have as much fun
listening to these interpretations as we have had dreaming them up!

, born in Naples in 1685, was the son of the greatest composer of
opera in baroque Italy. In 1729 his patron, Maria Barbara of Berganza, moved to Spain
taking with her, Scarlatti, her own personal

. Scarlatti spent the rest of his life in Spain creating many of the 550+ sonatas
for harpsichord in which, in the words of Ralph Kirkpatrick, he “endowed the binary
sonata form with a richness and variety... that have never been surpassed.” In Spain
Scarlatti developed a new style, blending elements of his father Alessandro’s operatic
style and his home city’s rich folk tradition with the intoxicating sounds and vivid rhythms
of his adopted country. Scarlatti’s music was an obvious target in the search for music that
would reflect the intersection of flamenco and classical styles. The “K.” numbers refer to
the catalogue of Scarlatti’s keyboard works compiled by the great American harpsichord-
ist Ralph Kirkpatrick, who together with Andrés Segovia was my mentor in my early years.

The is one of the time honored forms of flamenco. Classical music fans know
the famous from Falla’s but the Farruca
heard here is by the great flamenco guitarist, Sabicas. Many years ago Paco took the
music by ear from Sabicas’s recording. He then sent me a tape of what was to be my part,
which I then wrote down by ear from informal recording.
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